CIHR- CGS-D SIGNATURE Pages HOW-TO

- Only supervisor(s) signatures are required. Printed names should always accompany signatures.
- No institutional signatures are required on the pages at the time of application.

https://cihr-irsc.gc.ca/e/38887.html

B. Complete the Doctoral Research Award ResearchNet application

1. Identify Participants
   1. Identify, at a minimum, a Nominated Principal Applicant and a Primary Supervisor. An additional supervisor may be identified. Consult the CIHR Application Administration Guide for more information.
   2. This section collects information on:
      - The Nominated Principal Applicant:
        - CIHR PIN;
        - CCV confirmation number;
        - Contact information which will serve CIHR to communicate with the applicant if needed.
      - The Primary Supervisor (and Supervisor, if applicable):
        - CIHR PIN;
        - Contact information which will allow CIHR to communicate with the supervisor(s) if needed.

EXAMPLE - TASK-1 Identify Participants

DO NOT print signature pages until you complete the above TASK-1

Once Supervisor Role has been added, generated signature pages will be THREE pages.
Below is portion of the 2nd page which will be auto-filled in and requires supervisor(s) signature(s).